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This paper presents a Hall-probe mapping system for measuring a cyclotron magnet. The systemfabricated for the 30-MeV cyclotron at the Korea Institute of Radiological and Medical Sciences(KIRAMS). The Hall probes were mounted on a precision mechanical rotational stage and mappedthe magnetic �eld in a cylindrical coordinate system. The mapping system used the \ying" mode�eld mapping method to reduce the data-acquisition time. The time required for mapping thewhole gap-area of the cyclotron magnet was �75 minutes. The relative random uctuation errorduring the entire mapping process was less than �0.01 %. The cyclotron magnet was correctedusing the measured data for the magnetic �eld. After the correction, the total phase excursion ofthe cyclotron was less than �12�, which is within the total phase excursion tolerance of �20�.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The 30-MeV cyclotron at the Korea Institute of Ra-diological and Medical Sciences (KIRAMS-30) has beendeveloped for producing radioisotopes, such as 18F and123I, for positron emission tomography (PET) applica-tions and for ion-beam experiments [1, 2]. The majormachine parameters and the requirements of the mag-netic �eld mapping system for KIRAMS-30 are listed inTable 1. The speci�ed relative accuracy for the magnetic�eld measurement is �0.01 %. Magnetic �eld mappingis necessary to correct and con�rm the �eld quality ofthe manufactured magnet. This process requires iteratedand tedious work: measuring the �eld and shimming themagnet pole, repeatedly.The KIRAMS-13 cyclotron was developed successfullyby the KIRAMS and was installed in �ve di�erent loca-tions in South Korea for PET experiments. The magnetshape of the KIRAMS-13 cyclotron was H-type so thatthe magnetic pole to be measured the �eld pro�le waseasy to access from the outside. Thus the mapping sys-tem could be installed easily with a rectangular coordi-nate system by using a x� y stage with stepping motors
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and ball screws with a simple measurement scheme [3].However, the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron has a cylindrical-type magnet. The magnetic pole is enclosed by the cir-cular return yoke, except for small holes for beam ex-traction and other purposes. The mapping stage shouldbe installed in a small gap. All driving devices are at-tached below the bottom return yoke. All cables andmechanical forces are transferred only through the smallholes. The Hall- probe carrier has to be moved in radialand azimuthal directions without any mechanical vibra-tion. A linear motor was applied for radial movementwith a complicated architecture. Thus, the magnet mea-surement system for the KIRAS-30 is more complicatedthan the one for KIRAMS-13 and has to use a di�erentmethod.The Teslameter and Hall probes have been used widelyto measure cyclotron magnets and insertion devices, suchas undulators, wigglers and solenoids, which require ahighly accurate magnetic �eld measurement [4,5]. TheHall-probe mapping systems for the cyclotron magnetmeasurement at many laboratories uses polar coordi-nates [6]. However, it is very di�cult to build a largewheel for the mapping stage at a moderate cost and athin wheel deforms in time while a thick wheel tends tobe too heavy to handle.This paper presents a Hall-probe mapping system for
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Table 1. Major parameters of the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron and the speci�cations of the magnetic �eld mapping system.
System speci�cation Unit Value System speci�cation Unit ValueMaximum energy MeV 30 Radio frequency MHz 63.96Number of sectors 4 Hill angle degree 48Hill gap mm 30 Beam current �A 500Range of magnetic �eld T 2 Position accuracy �m <10Accuracy ofmeasurement system gauss �2 Mapping time minute �75

Measurement Measurementresolution radial mm 10 resolution angle degree 0.04
Rotation angle degree �360 Radial scan length mm 800

Fig. 1. Cross sectional views of the Hall probe map-ping system and the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron magnet: 1:KIRAMS-30 cyclotron magnet, 2: driving stage, 3: map-ping stage , 4: Hall-probe carrier, 5: guide frame, 6: rollermodule and 7: circular guide panels.
the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron magnet and the results of themagnetic measurement. Two Hall probes were mountedon one Hall probe carrier, which was driven using twomotors: one for circular motion and the other for radialmotion. They mapped the magnetic �eld in cylindricalcoordinates. To reduce the time for data acquisition,the system used the \ying" mode �eld-mapping methodin which the data acquisition was done while the Hallprobe moved [3]. The implemented mapping system tookonly 75 minutes to map the whole area of the pole with800 thousand measurement points, which is much fasterthan the other one [7]. The details of the mechanicalmapping stage and a brief description of the electricalmeasurement system are given in Section II, the resultsof the magnetic measurement are given in Section III andconclusions are given in Section IV.

II. HALL PROBE MAPPING SYSTEM
1. Mechanical System

The magnet and the measurement systems weremounted on a steel plate and a rubber pad to absorb

Fig. 2. Mapping stage installed in the pole gap. We cansee the roller module, the Hall-probe carrier and the guideframe. The Hall-probe cables come down the hole at theupper return yoke.

oor vibration and to compensate for uneven oor sur-face. Cross-sectional views of the Hall probe mappingsystem and the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron magnet 1 aregiven in Figure 1. The Hall-probe mapping system con-sists of two stages: the driving stage 2 and the mappingstage 3, as shown in Figure 1. The mapping stage con-sists of the Hall-probe carrier 4, a guide frame 5 andtwo roller modules 6, which are mounted at both endsof the guide frame. Three small wheels are attached tothe roller module: one wheel at the top and the othertwo wheels at the bottom. Two circular guide panels 7are installed between the magnetic coils to support theroller modules. By the help of the roller modules, theguide frame rotates continuously at the mid plane of themagnet pole gap without any friction or slow mechanicalvibration.The Hall-probe carrier is installed on the guide frame.As shown in Figure 2, the guide frame has two v-shapedgrooves, which guide the Hall-probe carrier smoothly inthe radial direction. Each side of the Hall-probe carrierhas four small v-shaped wheels that �t in the v-grooves
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Fig. 3. Driving system of the Hall-probe carrier for theradial motion.
on the guide frame. Two Hall probes are placed on thelongitudinal axis of the Hall-probe carrier. The sepa-ration between two Hall probes is 400 mm. The guideframe, the Hall-probe carrier and the roller modules aremade of nonmagnetic epoxy �ber-glass, Bakelite and en-gineering plastic materials, respectively.The driving system for the radial motion of the Hall-probe carrier is shown in Figure 3. A linear motor isattached to a string and pulley system that converts theup-down motion of the linear motor into a radial motionfor the carrier. The string is a polyester mono�lamentline, Max Challenge 1.2, from Samchil Co. This thinnonmagnetic line, which can support very high tension,was chosen after several experiments with di�erent ma-terials. A mechanical damper adjusts the string tension.

2. Driving and Data acquisition System
A block diagram of the electrical system for �eld map-ping is shown in Figure 4. It consists of two Teslameters,two digital voltmeters (DVMs), a stepping motor, a ro-tary encoder, a trigger pulse generator, a linear actuatorand a data acquisition computer. The magnetic �eldwas measured using two DTM-141 Teslameters and twoMPT-141 Hall probes from Group3 Technology Ltd. Theactive area of the Hall probe is 1.0 mm � 0.5 mm. Theoutput voltages of the Teslameters are digitized in twoHP3458A DVMs from Agilent Technologie whenever apulse from the trigger pulse generator triggers the DVM.A stepping motor AX83-135, driver A-series and a con-troller OEM010 from Paker Co. were used to rotatethe guide frame. The stepping motor was operated inthe micro-step mode in 25000 steps / revolution to ob-tain a smoothing movement. The rotary encoder, S66-5-

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the electrical system for �eldmapping.
3600ZV, from Metronics and a homemade trigger pulsegenerator outputs 9000 pulses / revolution. Accordingly,the output voltage of the Teslameter is digitized at every0.4� rotation of the guide frame while the guide framerotates continuously for the \ying" mode �eld measure-ment. The rotary encoder outputs one z-clock for every360� revolution. The �rst z-clock was used as the start-ing point of the measurement. To reduce the measure-ment time, we measured the magnetic �elds while rotat-ing the guide frame in clockwise and counter-clockwisedirections. The ERS32-BSS500A linear actuator and theSX6 stepping motor driver from Paker Co. provided theradial movement of the Hall-probe carrier. The stroke ofa linear actuator was 500 mm, which is su�cient for the400 mm distance.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
1. Hall-probe Calibration

A fast �eld mapping is required to reduce drift ofthe Hall-probe output signal due to temperature uc-tuations. The measurement system uses two Hall probesand Teslameters to shorten the measurement time by onehalf. The responses of the Hall probes to changes in themagnetic �eld and in the ambient temperature are non-linear and a built-in calibration table on PROM is pro-vided for the MPT series Hall probes. Thus, we coulduse the built-in calibration table to compensate for thenonlinearities of Hall probes. However, the DTM-141Teslameter has no option for sampling the �eld by us-ing an external trigger signal. A data sampling at anexact time is very important for the \ying" mode �eldmeasurement for which the probe does not stop for themeasurement. Because of these reasons, we did not usethe built-in calibration table. Instead, an o�-line cali-bration table for the Hall probe was constructed and itwas used to calibrate the measured data.For the \ying" mode �eld measurement, the analogoutput voltage of the Teslameter was digitized using the
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Fig. 5. Block diagram for the Hall probe calibration.

Fig. 6. Constructed calibration table.
HP3458A DVM, which has an external trigger clock in-put. Block diagrams for the Hall-probe calibration sys-tem and the constructed calibration table are shown inFigures 5 and 6, respectively. To construct the calibra-tion table, we used the PT2025 NMR Teslameter fromMetrolab and found two pairs of Teslameters and Hallprobes that showed similar �eld readings. Then, the cal-ibration table shown in Figure 6 was obtained by loggingthe Teslameter readings and the analog output voltageof the Teslameter while increasing the magnet current.

2. Field Measurement
The voltages measured using the DVMs were con-verted into magnetic �elds by using the o�-line calibra-tion table and were interpolated using the cubic splinemethod. To measure the noise level of the measurementsystem, we put the Hall probes into zero-gauss cham-bers to shield the terrestrial magnetic �eld and they weremapped on the mapping stage. The system noise datawere sampled every 0.4� and the results are shown in Fig-ure 7. The measured system noise is about �2.0 Gauss,

Fig. 7. Measured system noise in units of Gauss.

Fig. 8. Measured �eld pro�le of the KIRAMS-30 cyclotronmagnet.
which satis�es the speci�ed accuracy of �eld measure-ment given in Table 1.The results of Hall-probe mapping for the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron magnet at an excitation current of 134 A isshown in Figure 8. This �gure shows a typical pro�le ofa magnetic �eld for a cyclotron magnet. The measuredmagnetic �elds at the hill and the valley are �1.9 T and�0.2 T, respectively.The magnetic �eld pro�le of the initial magnet wassigni�cantly di�erent from the designed one, for variousreasons, such as di�erences in magnet material, fabrica-tion error, etc. The measured magnetic �eld data wereused to correct the magnet. The correction was made onthe sidewalls of the magnet by adding or removing ironshims and it was repeated until the magnetic �eld pro�lewas close to the designed one. The model and the mea-
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Fig. 9. Average magnetic �eld along the isochronous �eldas a function of the average radius.
sured average magnetic �eld along the isochronous �eldare shown in Figure 9. The di�erence between the de-signed and the measured �elds is �0.1 %, which can becompensated for easily by adjusting the RF frequency.The RF ampli�er of the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron has the63.96 MHz of the center frequency and its tuning range is�1.5 MHz [8]. The �eld di�erence of 0.1 % correspondsto �60 kHz, which is much smaller than the ampli�er'stuning range.The average magnetic �eld shown in Figure 9 in-creases slowly along the radius in accordance with theisochronous requirement given as

! = q < B(r) >(r)m0 ; (1)
where ! is the angular frequency of a particle, < B > isthe average magnetic �eld, q is the charge of the parti-cle,  is the usual relativistic factor and m0 is the restmess of the particle. The relativistic factor  increaseswith the radius r. Thus, to satisfy the Eq. (1) when theRF driving frequency is �xed, the average magnetic �eld< B > should also increase with radius r to compensatefor the relativistic mass gain of the accelerated particle.Because there is no sector structure in the central re-gion, a magnetic �eld of less than 100 mm in radius hasbeen raised. A decreasing magnetic �eld with radius isrequired to focus the beam about the central region.Deviations from an isochronous �eld result in a phaseslip of the particle, which is usually expressed as

sin�(E) = sin�0 = 2�h=qV Z E

Ei

(!rf=!(E)� 1)dE;
(2)

where �(E) is the phase excursion at energy E, �0 isthe initial phase, h is the harmonic number, V is the deevoltage, !rf is the angular RF frequency and !(E) is theangular frequency of the particle at energy E [9].The acceleration angle by the RF dees of the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron is 39�, which was given by the design pa-

Fig. 10. Phase excursion of a particle versus average ra-dius.
rameter. The allowable phase error of the KIRAMS-30cyclotron is limited to �19.5� to accelerate the beam se-curely. If the phase error was to be increased, the beamloss would also be increased. The total phase excur-sions versus average radius for the measured �eld areshown in Figure 10. These results indicate that the totalphase excursion after correction is less than �12�, whichis acceptable for the KIRAMS-30. Further details on themagnetic measurement and the analysis are described inRef. 8. The KIRAMS-30 cyclotron was installed at theAdvanced Radiation Technology Institute in Jungup cityin 2007 and it is operating well at a beam current of 500�A.

IV. CONCLUSION
A Hall-probe mapping system has been developed formeasuring the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron magnet. It usesthe \ying" mode �eld mapping method to reduce thedata-acquisition time and maps the magnetic �eld incylindrical coordinates. The time required for mappingthe whole gap-area of the cyclotron magnet is �75 min-utes and the �eld data are sampled at a step of 0.4� in thecircular-direction and 10 mm in the radial-direction. Therelative random uctuation error during the entire map-ping process is less than �0.01 %. The cyclotron magnethas been corrected using the �eld measurement data andthe total phase excursion of the cyclotron achieved aftercorrection is less than �12�.
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